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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are going to upgrade from R77 to R80. Before the upgrade,
you want to back up the system so that, if there are any
problems, you can easily restore to the old version with all
configuration and management files intact. What is the BEST
backup method in this scenario?
A. Database Revision
B. migrate export
C. snapshot
D. backup
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Snapshot Management
The snapshot creates a binary image of the entire root
(lv_current) disk partition. This includes Check Point
products, configuration, and operating system.
Starting in R77.10, exporting an image from one machine and
importing that image on another machine of the same type is
supported.

The log partition is not included in the snapshot. Therefore,
any locally stored FireWall logs will not be saved.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are designing a new SQL Server instance that will support a
Web application.
The Web application is hosted on a Web farm that contains 32
nodes.
The server has 128 GB of memory and 16 processor cores. The
application contains two databases and supports both online
analytical processing (OLAP) and online transaction processing
(OLTP) workloads.
When testing the application, you discover that some queries
run extremely slow and some queries run very fast.
You need to ensure that the server processes database queries
as fast as possible . What should you do? (More than one answer
choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.)
A. Use SQL Profiler to identify queries that experience
CXPACKET waits. Add (OPTION MAXDOP 1) to each query
B. Execute the following command on the server:
exec_sp_configure 'maximum degree of parallelism', 1
C. Use SQL Profiler to identify queries that experience
CXPACKET waits. Add (OPTION MAXDOP 8) to each query
D. Execute the following command on the server:
exec_sp_configure 'maximum degree of parallelism', 8
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
The data collector is a component installed on a SOL Server
server, running all the time or on a user-detlned schedule, and
collecting dillerent sets ol data. The data collector then
stores the collected data in a relational database known as the
management data warehouse. The data collector is a core
component ofthe data collection platform for SQL Server 2008
and the tools that are provided by SQL Server. The data
collector provides one central point lor data collection across
your database servers and applications.
This collection point can obtain data from a variety of sources
and is not limited solely to performance data, unlike SOL
Trace.
The data collector enables you to adjust the scope ol data
collection to suit your test and production environments. The
data collector also uses a data warehouse, a relational
database that enables you to manage the data you collect by
setting different retention periods for your data.
The data collector supports dynamic tuning for data collection
and is extensible through its API.

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. 500 ms
B. 1 sec
C. 150 ms
D. 300 bytes
Answer: C
Explanation:
Delay Components in VoIP Networks
The ITU's G.I 14 recommendation specifics that the one-way
delay between endpoints should not exceed 150 ms to
be acceptable, commercial voice quality. In private networks,
somewhat longer delays might be acceptable for
economic reasons. The ITU G.114 recommendation specifics that
151-ms to 400-ms one-way delay might be
acceptable provided that organizations are aware that the
transmission time will affect the quality of user
applications. One-way delays of above 400 ms are unacceptable
for general network planning purposes.

NEW QUESTION: 4
As shown in the figure, STP has been enabled on the two
switches. Which of the following statements are true?
A. GO/0/2 of SWB
B. G0/0/2 of SWA
C. GO/0/3 of SWA
D. The two ports
E. The two ports
Answer: C
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in Forwarding state.
in Forwarding state.
in Forwarding state.
SWA are designated ports.
SWB are designated ports.
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